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Nonlinear filtering process ?T~, t > 0 of a Markovian signal process with 
the state space S is regarded as a stochastic process with values in the set of all 
probability distributions over S. Under a suitable condition, it is shown that the 
filtering process is Markovian and that the invariant measure of the filtering 
process exists uniquely if and only if the stationary signal process (flow) is purely 
nondeterministic. These results are applied to the study for the asymptotic 
behavior of the filtering error. It turns out that the minimal asymptotic error 
is 0 if the signal process is transient, null recurrent or deterministic positive 
recurrent. 
INTRODUCTION 
In the recent paper [2], Fujisaki-Kallianpur-Kunita obtained a stochastic 
differential equation for the nonlinear filtering in a general setting. In this paper, 
we discuss the asymptotic value of the mean square filtering error as the observed 
time increases to infinity. Suppose that xt , t > 0 is a stochastic process direct 
observation of which is not possible, and that data concerning xt is observed by 
the process yt of (1.3). xt is called the signal process and yt the observation 
process. The least square estimate off(x,) by u( y  s : s < t)-measurable functions 
is called the jilter of f(x$) by the data ( ys : s < t). Thus the filter rt( f) is 
defined by the conditional expectation E[ f (xt) 1 u( ys : s < t)]. Our aim is to 
study the asymptotic value of the following quantities as T -+ co. 
+ s’ E[l f (4 - rt(f >I21 dt or ElII f b-1 - 4f )I”l. 0 
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In case of linear (Gaussian Markov) filtering, the above problem was discussed 
by Kalman-Bucy [1], reducing it to the problem of solutions of a certain 
Riccati equation. But in the case of nonlinear filtering, such a simple and 
powerful tool is not known. 
Our approach to this problem is the method of Markov process. The basic 
assumption in this paper is that the signal process is a Feller Markov process 
with a compact state space and the observation process is related to the signal 
process in a Markovian form (1.3) (S ec t ion 1). By solving a stochastic differential 
equation of the filtering process, we prove that the process nt , t > 0 is a Feller 
Markov process whose state space is the set of all probability measures on 5’. 
At the same time, we show that the innovation process (1.7) contains all infor- 
mations of the observation process (Section 2). Then we investigate invariant 
measures of the filtering process in detail in Section 3. Our central result is 
Theorem 3.3 : In case that the signal process has a unique invariant measure, 
we show that the invariant measure of the filtering process is unique if and only 
if the stationary signal process (flow) associated with the invariant measure is 
purely nondeterministic. In Section 4, two typical types are discussed separately 
for the asymptotic behavior of the error. The first case is that the signal process 
is irreducible recurrent, loosely speaking. It turns out that the limiting value of 
the error exists and is independent of the initial distributions of the signal 
process, if and only if the stationary signal process is purely nondeterministic. 
Further we investigate the conditions that yield the limiting value of the error is 
0. The second case is that the signal process is transient. It turns out that the 
limiting value of the error becomes 0 if the function h of (1.3) separates points 
of the state space of the signal process. 
The author expresses his thanks to M. Fujisaki and Y. Miyahara for 
informative discussions and to S. Watanabe for permitting the author to mention 
his unpublished result. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. The signal process or the system process that we consider in this paper 
is assumed to be a temporally homogeneous Markov process with the following 
properties. The state space S is a compact separable Hausdorff space and the 
semigroup Pt , t > 0 associated with the transition probabilities P,(x, E) is 
a Feller semigroup, that is, 
PJ(4 = j f’& dy)f(y) (1.1) 
maps g(S) into itself for all t > 0 and satisfies lim,, P,f(x) = f(z) uniformly 
in S for all f~ g(S), where V(S) is the space of all real continuous functions 
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over S. For our later discussions, it is convenient to realize the signal process 
in the function space. Let Tf = [0, co) and Q(l) be the set of all mappings from 
T+ into S which are right continuous with the left hand limits. The value of 
0 E Q(l) at the time t E T+ is denoted as xt(&)). got(l) is the smallest u-algebra 
of Q(l) for which all x,(&J), 0 < s < t are measurable. A family of Markovian 
measures PA’), x E 5’ are defined on (Q(r), go”(l)) by 
where 0 < t, < ... < t, and Ei , i = l,..., n are Bore1 sets in S. For a prob- 
ability distribution TV over S, we define P, = sp(dx) P, . Then (CP, xt , Pp)) 
is the signal process with the initial distribution p. 
Now let 52’s) be the set of all continuous mappings from Tf into RN (N- 
dimensional Euclidean space) and let w~(w(~)) be the value of wt2) E Q2) at the 
time t. 9?st(2) is the o-field of J2@) defined similarly as the above. Let Pt2) be the 
Wiener measure on (JP, 3Y0”(2)), i.e., (51@), w~(c~(~)) - w~(w’~)), Pcz)) is an 
N-vector standard Wiener process starting at the origin. Set Sz = Q(l) x 52(s), 
at = a:(l) x g:(2), P,, = PC’) x P(2) 
wt(u) = wt(w(2)), where w = (~(6 
and write q(w) = x~(w(~)), 
, ~(~1). There would be no confusions in 
using the same symbols got(l), 37B,t(2), etc., for u-fields got(l) x (4, Q’s)}, 
(#, Q(l)> x iSot( etc. 
Let h = (hl,..., P’) be an N-vector of functions hi E%‘(S), i = l,..., N. 
We will fix the function h throughout this paper. The observation process yt 
is defined as 
yt-yo= j~h(l,)d~,+wt-wo. (1.3) 
Let 37(x0) be a sub u-field of u(xo) and let 
~o”=u(ys-yo:O~s~t). (1.4) 
The conditional distribution of xt by the observation data .P = Z$” v &9(x0), 
df) = E,LfW IT”“], f E @w (1.5) 
is called the filtering of (xt , P,) bused on the data Fo” v  9(x0). In case that 
.63(x0) = (4, Q}, the filtering rt is often denoted as $‘), and in case that 
g(xo) = a(xo), as nil). afof is the filtering when the initial data x0 is not known. 
While v/t) is the filtering when the initial data x0 is completely known. 
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Now let A(S) be the set of all probability measures over S in which the weak 
topology is induced. Then A?(S) is a compact separable Hausdorff space. The 
filterings (.rrJ, t 3 0 may be regarded as a stochastic process taking values in 
A(S). By the right continuity of the sample paths of the signal process and the 
continuity of u-fields, i.e., %“y = so” = F”f a.s. P,, , it is easily seen that there 
exists a separable and measurable modification. Here and after, we shall always 
consider such a modification. 
Suppose we are given the initial filtering r,, instead of the initial data g(x,,), 
it is natural to define the filtering based on PO” v u(rJ. This is formulated as 
follows. Let rc, be an A(S)-valued random variable defined on a probability 
space (!P, P), P@) . Set s^i = Q x Q@), 5@” = 3?: x .%f3) and define the 
measure P on (s’l, dot) as 
P(A n B) = j P&4) dPt3), 
B 
where A E gst x (4, Qc3)) and B E (#+ St> x 3V3). Then (x$ , &,t, P”) is a Feller 
Markov process with the initial distribution p(E) = Jr,,(E) dp. There would 
be no confusion in identifying (q , .@i, P”) with (q , @st, P,). Then 
%(f> = J%[f(%) I %” v +dl (1.6) 
is the filtering with the known initial filtering x0 . By the definition of the 
measure P, , it is easy to see that .?30t and ~(7~s) are conditionally independent 
relative to (a(~,), P,), that is, 
holds for all A E get and B E u(ns). Then we see 
by the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let gI , gz and g be sub u-jields on a probability space (52, JS?, P) 
and suppose that @ and gz are conditionally independent relative to (a, P). 
If BI’ is a sub-u-field of 5’& , then g1 and a2 are conditioMZZy independent relative 
to (g v 2&‘, P), or equivalently, 
holds for all bounded S+ueasurable fumtiom fi . 
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Proof. Let fi' , fi , f be b ounded &‘i’, 8a , B-measurable functions, 
respectively. Then, since 
it follows that 
Therefore, noting E[f2 j Bj = E[f, j S?B,' v 93-j, 
This proves the lemma. 
Remark 1.1. Let t > s > 0. The prediction of xt by the data PO” v u(~T~) 
(or go8 v 57(x0)) is defined by E,[ f (xi) 1 SO8 v u(T,,)] (or E[ f (xi) 1 FOs v &Q+,)]). 
Then 
E,Cf(d I %s v +dl = rs(pt-sf h etc., 
hold, where rS is the filterings by So8 v D(Z-so), etc. In fact, noting that BOt and 
o(n,,) are conditionally independent relative to 0(x,-,), we see that 
EJf (4 I 20' v 441 = EJf (4 I %“I = pt-sf (4. 
Hence we have 
Uf (4 I %” v 441 = EuLQf (4 I 4,” v +dl I %” v 4dl 
= E,Pt-sf@s) I %” v +o>l. 
The same fact holds for the prediction based on 9s” v .9J(x0). 
1.2. The following theorem is due to Fuji&i-Kallianpur-Kunita [3] 
except for the Eq. (1.10). 
THEOREM 1.1. Let rt , t 3 0 be the jiltering of (xt , P,) based on 
eF”t = Sj’, v u(?r,,)(or 9; v 93(x0)). Then 
(i) The process 
Bt-Bo=rt-rD-S:?r,(h)ds (1.7) 
is an ~t-measurable N-vector standard Wiener process. Furthermore, Ft and 
4% - t% ; t < u < v) are independent for all t > 0. 
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(ii) I f  X, is a separable square-integrable F-martingale, it is of continuous 
sample paths and is represented as 
where q’s is a jointly measurable and FS-measurable N-vector process such that 
Ji E[j vs I”] ds < +co for all t < co. 
(iii) If A is the in&itesimalgenerator of the semigroup Pt qf the signalprocess, 
then TV satisfies the following two types of stochastic diSferentia1 equations: 
df ) = no(f) + ,: ns(Af) ds + j: (rs(fh) - ns(f)ns(h), 4’9, 
‘v” E 9(A) (1.9) 
rt( f  ) = q@‘tf) + j; (~s((J’t-sf )h) - ns(J’t-sf )ps(h), 4% 
Vf E V(S). (1.10) 
Proof of (1.10). It is sufficient to verify that 
4L[(%(f) - ,(Ptf NXtl 
= s t -%[(~s((Pt-sf Y4 - ~G’t-f )~A4 RJI A (1.11) 0 
holds for all square-integrable martingales X, represented as (1.8), since all of 
such X, form L2(Q, St, P,) for each t > 0. By (1.3) and (1.7), 
Bt - A, = wt - wo + s : [h(x,) - r,(h)] ds. 
Then the left hand of (1.11) equals 
Euh(f )(Xt - x0)1 = Eu [ f  (4 j; (91s 3 dw,)] 
The first member of the right hand is 0 since (xt) and (wt) are independent. 
The second member equals 
s t -W&[f (4 I ao” v +-o)lWs) - 4Wt) I 90’ v 4~0)1~#4 41 h 0 
= I t E,M’t-f (~s)h(~s) - Pt-,f(+,(h), Al ds. 0 
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Since cps is ss-measurable, the last member coincides with the right hand of 
(1 .l 1). This completes the proof of (1 .lO). 
The N-vector standard Wiener process /It is called the innovations of the 
observation process. We will show in the next section that the innovation process 
has all informations of the observation process, that is, St = U(QTJ v u(fls - & ; 
0 < s < t), by solving the stochastic differential Eq. (1.10) by the successive 
approximation. 
Remark 1.2. The filtering process V$ , t 3 0 is of continuous sample paths 
in -k’(S) because of (1.9). 
2. SOLUTIONS OF A STOCHASTIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 
FOR THE FILTERING PROCESS 
2.1. Let /3, , t >/ 0 be an N-vector standard Wiener process and let r0 be an 
A(S)-valued random variable independent of (/?J, defined on a probability 
space (0, 8, p). An d(S)-valued stochastic process nTTt is called a solution of 
if 7rTg is independent of u&, - flu ; s < u < V) for all s 3 0 and satisfies the 
above equation. The filtering rt defined in the previous section is a solution in 
the above sense when & is the innovations. The purpose of this section is to 
prove 
THEOREM 2.1. There exists a unique solution of (2.1) for arbitrary initiat 
condition r0 . Furthermore, 
(i) The solution mt is a(ps - ,!I,, ; 0 < s < t) v  o(rO)-measurable. 
(ii) Let 77:’ and $’ be solutions with initial conditions rrO = v  and no = p, 
respectively, where v and p E A!(S) are constants a.s. P”. Then for every t > 0, 
iii E[l np)( f) - Tl”‘(f)lZ] = 0, f  E W9 (2.2) 
Remark 2.1. By a standard argument, we can take an d(S) x Q-measurable 
solution a!‘. Furthermore, if r,, is an arbitrary &Y(S)-valued random variable, 
then $‘@ is the solution of (2.1). 
The above theorem includes the following two important results. 
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THEOREM 2.2. If /3t is the innovations of the observation process dejined by 
(1.7), then we have for arbitrary 0 < s < t, 
29-t = PS v  u(& - p, ; s < 21 -< v  < t). (2.3) 
THEOREM 2.3. The filtering processes (7rt , 9t , P,), f~ E A’(S) are Markov 
processes associated with the transition probabilities IIt(v, r) de$ned by 
I&(1,, r) = P(GTIy) E r), fl Bore1 sets of A?(S). (2.4) 
Furthermore, the transition probabilities II,(v, lJ define a Feller semigroup in 
‘X(,X(S)). Here %(.M(S)) is th e s p ace of all real continuous functions over A?(S). 
Let us prove Theorem 2.2. and 2.3. assuming Theorem 2.1. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Since /IU is P-measurable for 0 < u < t, it is clear 
that gt includes the right hand of (2.3). On the other hand, Eq. (2.1) can be 
rewritten as 
vt(f ) = ws(Pt-sf) + It h((Pt-,f)h) - s(Pt-uf h(h), 4U t>s>o. 
s 
(2.5) 
Therefore, r,(h) is u(nQ) v u(/?, - /Is ; s < v < u)-measurable in view of 
Theorem 2.1(i). Then yt is 98 v u(/& - /I, ; s < u < v < t)-measurable as 
is easily seen from Eq. (1.7). This proves the theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Let s < t, < ... < t, . Since rtl ,..., nt, are 
f-+s) v 4L - A ; s < v < t,)-measurable and since u& - ps ; s < v < tn) 
is independent of .# rs, the conditional distribution Pu(nt, E r, ,..., mt, E I’, 1 9’“) 
is u(rr,)-measurable. Furthermore, if Bs is the shift operator of pt, i.e., 
B&‘,) = A+,@% then dm) = v(Q(w))(~,w) holds by (2.5) and the uniqueness 
of the solution (2.1). Therefore, we have 
P,(.,, E r 1 q = nt-,(fl, , r) as. P, . 
This proves that (7rt, St, P,) is a Markov process associated with H,(v, r). 
(Chapman-Kolmogorov equation for nt(v, r) is obvious from the Markov 
propefiy of (rt , St, Pv>>. 
It remains to verify the Feller property of the semigroup IIt . Let F(x, ,..., x,) 
be a bounded continuous function on Rn with the Lipschitz condition 
I F(Xl ,***, Lx,) -F(x1’,..., Xn’)l < K 5 1 xi - x; I. 
i=l 
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Then, in view of Theorem 2.l(ii), 
Therefore, D$‘( Y is continuous in V. Since such F(v(f,),..., y(fJ) are dense in )
%&4!(S)), we see that &F(V) is continuous in v for all FE %?(Af(S)). Now, the 
continuity of the sample paths T$” proves that lim,,s17,F(v) = F(v) for all 
u E A!(S). Then the convergence is uniform in v as is well known. This proves 
that 17t is a Feller semigroup in %‘(A(S)). 
2.2. Proof of Theorem 2.1. In order to avoid the inessential complication, 
we shall prove the theorem in case N = 1, dividing it into several steps. 
Let us first prove the uniqueness of the solution of (2.1). Let mt and ri be 
solutions of (2.1) with the same initial condition r0 . Set 
Then 
b(f) = ELI df 1 - ?Yf Yl* (2.6) 
df J G 2-m T(f >I” + I TYf >I21 G 4 llf I?, (2.7) 
where Ij f  II = SUP,,~ 1 f  (x)1. On the other hand, a direct computation yields 
4 f  > G 3 j; J% a@‘,-sf 1 - n,‘(hPt-,f >I”1 ds 
+ 3 j: ~h@Y ,s(Pt-sf 1 - Ts’Pt-sf )I”1 ds 
+ 3 j” -&C(%sf )“I rs(h) - ~s’(h)12] ds, 
0 
(2.8) 
so that we have 
pt(f ) G 3 j; b,Wt-f 1 + II h IIW’t-f > + Ilf I12i4h>> ds. (2.9) 
Noting II P,+f II < /If // and substituting (2.7) into the right hand of (2.9), 
we get 
tdf) 6 4 x (3 II h II)” llf II2 t. 
Substitute the above again to the right hand side of (2.9) and repeat this 
procedure n-times. Then we have 
h(f) G 4 x (311 h IPllf ll$. (2.10) 
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Making n tend to infinity we have pt( f  ) =- 0 for all t > 0 and f  E V(S). This 
proves the uniqueness of the solution. 
To prove the measurable property (i) of the solution, let us consider the 
following stochastic differential equation. 
?(f ) = no(ptf) + j; (~s@Pt-.sf) - ~.~(~t-sf)~.s(~)? d/Q, (2.11) 
where i;,( f  ) is the truncated function of 7rt( f  ) by a positive constant K, that is, 
it is defined as rt(f) if j rrt(f)l < K and as K if 1 rrt(f)l > K. The constant K 
is choosen so large as 11 h /I < K. We shall construct the solution of (2.11) with 
the initial condition r0 by the successive approximation method. Set 
JO 
and 
pfqf) = Z[l nln+l)(j) - 7rl”‘(f)l2]- 
Then a direct computation similar to (2.8) yields 
p/“)(f) < j: m 2) (W-J) - ?p(Pt-,J)7?$‘(h)12] ds 
< 2!/ h I1211fl12~ G 4 + llfl12)~, 
where c = max(1, 11 h 112), and 
pl”‘( f  ) < 3 j; {p?-l’(JLf) + K2p:n-1)(Lf) + K2/?)@)) 6 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
n > 1. 
(2.15) 
Substituting (2.14) into the right hand side of (2.15), it holds that 
p?)(f) < 3c(K2 + l)‘(l + llfl12)$. 
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By induction, 
p?)(f) < 3nc(Ks + 1)2”(1 + jlfii”) -tnfl . 
(n + l)! 
(2.16) 
Therefore CL, py’(f)1’2 < +co. Since 
E[I 7p( f ) - 7+)( f )l”]“” < y pj”‘( fy2, 
k=n, 
?~i”)(f) converges to a stochastic process $“‘(f) in L2(p)-sense. Since 
each rry)(f) is u(rO) v o(&, - /3, ; 0 < u < v < t)-measurable, so is n:“‘(f). 
Furthermore, 
~[.,,jm)(fp G ~[~:)(fjy + f pt’“)(f)l’2 G 4 + II~II), (2.17) 
where c’ is a positive constant depending on t, h and K, but not depending on,f. 
Now suppose that rTTt is the A’(S)-valued solution of (2.1). If we choose the 
constant K larger than max(jlf& and 11 h II), then nt(f) is also a solution of (2.11), 
since 7rt(f) = G,(f). Set p&j) = e[l ?~~(f) - ~~“(f)1~]. Then in view of 
(2.17) we have ft(f) < ~“(1 + j\fli)2, and 
kf > f 3 ( MhJ’-sf) ds + K2G’-J) + K2/441 ds. 
Then we obtain an inequality similar to (2.10) by induction and hence pt( f ) = 0, 
i.e., rt = ~5”‘. This completes the proof of Theorem 2,1(i). 
Let us next prove the existence of the solution of (2.1). When & is the 
innovation process obtained from an observation process, the filtering rrt based 
on zJ$~ v u(ra) is the solution and it is actually a functional of {r,, ,p, - &, ; 
0 < s < t}, by the argument of the preceding paragraph. We shall write this 
functional as #(~a , ps , 0 < s < t). Now in case where the Wiener process pt 
and the initial condition no’ are given on a probability space (Q’, P’), the 
functional n; = #(no’, ps’; 0 < s < t) is a solution of (2.1) replacing (~7~ , /It) 
by (no’, j$‘). This proves the existence of the solution. 
We shall finally prove (ii). Set pt(f) = 8[1 $‘(f) - z$‘)(f)la]. Then a 
direct computation yields 
where 
(2.18) 
Ll(f) = &-tf + II h l12Pt-t,f + IlflI”h (2.19) 
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and I’,f(,) is defmed as J’P,f(x) v(dx). Taking the n-times iterations in (2.18), 
we see that pi(f) is dominated by 
Since IIF,-,(f)ll < c l/f/l (c : positive constant), we have 
II Ft,/, *+‘-t,(f)ll < cnllfll, 
so that the last member of (2.20) is dominated by 4 x (2~)~~ /lfl12 tn/rz!, which 
is independent of u and p. Now let us notice that FtidIWt, *.. Ftetl( f)(x) is a 
continuous function of x. Then the Feller property of the semigroup Pt implies 
that the integrands of the second member of (2.20) converge to 0 as v + p. 
Therefore we have 
!-ii B[l *l”‘(f) - 7$)(f) I”] < 4 x (2c)2nllflj2 $ . 
Since the right-hand side converges to 0 as n --+ to, we get the assertion (ii). 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is complete. 
3. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF INVARIANT MEAWRES 
OF THE FILTERING PROCES 
3.1. Let P,(x, E) be the Feller transition probabilities of the signal process 
and let Df(v, I’) be the Feller transition probabilities of the filtering process. 
A probability distribution over 5’ is called an invariant measure of Pt(x, E) if 
~(4 = j- &W’t(~~ 4 Vt, YE. 
Invariant measures of IIt(v, I’) are defined similarly, for which we shall use the 
notation @i(r). The following notations are often used. 
(3.1) 
where f and F are bounded Bore1 functions on S and J(S), respectively. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Both the transition probabilities P,(x, E) and IIt(v, r) have at 
least one invariant measure. Furthermore, 
(i) If @ is an arbitrary invariant measure of IIt(v, IJ, then the barycenter 
of @ dejked by 
p(f) = 1 v(f)@@+ Y E%v (3.2) 
is an invariant measure of Pt(x, E). 
(ii) If p is an mbitrary invariant measure of P,(x, E), then there exists an 
invariant measure of Ilt(v, r) whose burycenter coincides with p. 
The proof is given in Section 3.2. 
The space &‘(S) is a compact convex set and the extreme points of *N(S) are 
the set of all &measures {cZ , x E S}, obviously. Here E, denotes the a-measure 
carried by x E S. We shall denote the set of all extreme points as 3. Let /.L E &Z(S). 
Following Choquet (e.g., Meyer [6]), we shall introduce the order relation c.c 
to the class of probability measures on &Z(S) with the barycenter CL. Let us write 
@ cc Y if Q(F) < Y(F) holds for all convex continuous functions on J?(S). 
Note that two relations Q, oc Y and Y cc @ imply Q, = Y since the linear sums 
uF, + bF, (a, b; real constants) of convex continuous functions are dense in 
%?(,&(S)). The probability measure carried by the point p is minimal by the 
above order relation and the probability measure carried by 3 (with the bary- 
center p) is maximal. We shall denote the minimal and the maximal measures 
as @f’ and @r’, respectively. 
Let p be an invariant measure of P,(x, E), and let @ be an invariant measure 
of ITt(v, r) with the barycenter p. We shall say that @ is maximal if Y cc @ 
hold for all invariant measures Y with barycenter p. A minimal invariant 
meusure is defined similarly. Note that the maximal and the minimal invariant 
measures are both at most one. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let p be an invariant measure of P,(x, E). Then 
(i) @:‘I&(.) 3 I7&, a) increases by the ordm rekztion CC as t increases, 
and the limiting measure @f’ = lim,,, dzF’17, is the minimal invariant measure of 
I;Tt(v, I”) with the burycenter p. In particular, 
$-I~ @,$‘(II,F) = @f’(F) exists, VF E W+‘(S)). (3.3) 
(ii) @p)II,( .) = ~‘I&(E, , a) @f’(dc,) decreases by the order relation oc, 
and the limiting measure @F) = lim,,, @,!J’l;rt is the maximal invariant measure of 
17t(v, r) with the barycenta p. In particular, 
ji+rg cDf’(I7p) = @F)(F) exists, VF E %(&I(S)). (3.4) 
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The proof is given in Section 3.2. A probabilistic interpretation of the maximal 
and the minimal invariant measures will be given in Section 3.3. 
The main result of this section is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let p be an invariant measure of P,(x, E). Then the invariant 
measure of IIt(v, I’) with the barycenter p is unique if and only if the following 
condition is satisfied: 
The above condition (3.5) is satisfied if and only if the stationary process or 
the flow, associated with Pt(x, E) and p, is purely nondeterministic. The 
discussion of this fact together with the proof of Theorem 3.3 will be given in 
Section 3.3. 
3.2. Proof of Theorem 3.1. Existence of invariant measures of the Feller 
transition probabilities is more or less known. But we shall give the proof here 
for later references. For a fixed x0 E S, let us define 
A@) = ; jb” Pt(xo ,E) dt. 
Since {pJ is a family of probability distributions over the compact set S, a 
subsequence {~,,> converges weakly to a probability distribution p. Noting 
that Ptf E V(S) for all f E V(S), the measure ,u satisfies 
s 
P,f (+(dx) = 2~~ -$ j-” PsPtf (4 ds 
0 
= Iim -!- 
72-m n, IS 
nk+t P,f (x0) ds - --L 
s 
t P,f (x0) ds 
o nk 0 
This proves that p is an invariant measure of Pt(x, E). The same proof can be 
applied to those of IYft(y, r). 
Let us next prove the assertion (i). By the definition of filtering, &[n$‘( f )] = 
&[f WI so that 
j 17,(v, d+‘(f) = 1 Ptf(x)v(dx), f e g(S), v E M(S). (3.6) 
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Let CD be an invariant measure of nt(v, .) and let p be the barycenter of @. 
Integrating both sides of the above by the measure CD’, we get 
Hence f~ is an invariant measure of Pt(3c, E). 
Suppose now p is an arbitrary invariant measure of P,(x, E). Set 
@Jr) = ; jn I&(/L, r) dt. 
0 
Let @ be an arbitrary weak limit of a subsequence of {Qn}. Then CD is a desired 
one since 
by (3.6). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
COROLLARY. If Pt(x, E) or Ilt(v, lJ has a unique invariant measure p. OY Do , 
then it holds that 
1 T 
p-2 7 s Ptf 64 dt = PO(f), Vf E V(S), vx E s, (3.7) 0 
OY 
&i+~ + j’I&F(v) dt = Q,(F), VF E U(JAqS)), vv E JbqS). (3.8) 
0 
Proof is obvious from the argument in the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
Before the proof of Theorem 3.2, we prepare three lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.1 (Generalized Jensen’s inequality). Let r(w) be an A’(S)-valued 
random variable dejined on a probability space (0, ~4, P). The conditional expec- 
tation of r relative to a sub-o-$eld 9l C & is dejned as an A(S)-valued random 
variable r’ such that e[F(r) 1 a’] = F(&) h 0 s or all continuous afine functions Zd f  
F (on the dual space of V(S)). S UC r’ is unique up to p-measure 0, denoting it as h 
.l?$r 1 g]. Then for any convex continuous function F on A?(S) it holds that 
&W I Bl > F(-& I al). 
Proof is immediate if we notice that continuous convex functions are lower 
envelopes of continuous affine functions [6, XI, T. 71. 
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LEMMA 3.2. If F is a convex continuous function, then IItF is again a convex 
continuous function for every t > 0. 
Proof. Let v1 , Ye EM(S), 0 .< h < 1 and set v = Av, + (I - A) Ye. Let 
QT~“’ be the filtering based on (Clot, P,) and TV, the filtering based on 
(Soi v u(ro), P,), where Py(rru == v1 ) = X and P,.(T, L=: VJ -= I - A. Then since 
9: v U(CT~) r) Fat, &[v, 1 &“I = $). Hence by Lemma 3.1, 
I&F(v) = E,[F(z+O’)] < E,[F(n,)] 
holds for all convex continuous function F. Now, let $‘) be the solution of (2.1) 
with the initial condition m,, = V’ on the space (Q, P,), where pt - & is the 
innovation of Fat v u(no). Then 7rt = z$Q) holds (Remark 2.1), so that 
&[F(T,)] = I$[F(&)); r. = VJ + &[F(GT~“~)); r. = ~~1 
= hlT,F(v,) + (1 - h)I&F(v,). 
This proves the convexity of II,F. 
LEMMA 3.3. @F’llt increase and @p’ITt decrease by the order relation CC as t 
increase. 
Proof. Let us consider the following filtering for fixed s > 0; 
fit(f) = -uf(Xt+s) I c+9, t > s, (3.9) 
where 
3G “-~“=u{yu-ys;S<<<t~-S}. 
Set v’(E) = Jv(dx) P,(x, E). Then the joint distribution of (15, , P,), t 3 0 
coincide with that of (r/o), P,,), as is easily seen. Hence 
EV[F(iit)] = &[F(T$))] = IItF(C). (3.10) 
While, since E,[rr~~, j SE+‘] = et we have 
G+s.W) = W(dfJI 2 MWdl 3 WV) (3.11) 
for every continuous convex function F by Lemma 3. I, In particular, if we choose 
Y as an invariant measure p of Pt(x, E), then V’ coincides with p. This proves 
the first assertion of the lemma. 
In order to prove the second assertion, define 
%(f) = E”[f (%+s) I Fz+, v =@o”l- (3.12) 
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Since G&S and gi+” = u(x, , w, - w, ; s < u < t + s) are conditionally 
independent relative to (u(xJ, P,) and since 92” C Bi+“, u(q+J and 9Yss are 
conditionally independent relative to (F”,‘” v a(.~,), P,) by Lemma 1.1. Hence 
we have 
f%(f) = uf@t+s> le+s " 4%)1* 
Then the joint distribution of (St , I’,) coincides with (np’, Put). Hence 
E”[F(ii,)] = 1 v’(dy)lT,F(Q) = @i%w). 
On the other hand, since 
we have 
E”(i3, j 9ys v u(xo)] = 7rI:‘, ) 
mwy1 2 W(eJI = @? m+sq. (3.14) 
Now if we take Y as an invariant measure ,U of P,(x, E), then (3.13) and (3.14) 
imply @~‘(I7,F) > @~‘(17,+,F). The proof is complete. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. The existences of G$“’ and @F’ are clear from Lemma 
3.2. We have to prove that @p’ is the minimal invariant measure and @F’ is the 
maximal one. Let @ be an arbitrary invariant measure of I~$(v, I-‘) and let F be a 
convex continuous function. Then IltF( ) v is convex by Lemma 3.1. Hence 
we have 
since @p’ and @f’ are the minimal and the maximal measures with the barycenter 
p. Making t tend to +co, we have 
@(O)(F) < G(F) < W’(F) 
for all convex continuous functions F. The proof is complete. 
3.3. Let us extend the signal process to the whole interval T = (-co, CO) 
so as to become a stationary process or a flow, making use of its invariant 
measure. We shall realize it in the function space. Let a(l) be the set of all right 
continuous mappings from T = (-cc, co) into S and z~(w~)), the value of 
GP E Liz(l) at the time t E T. The shift operator 01”; a(r) --t o(l) is defined as 
X,(@l’W(l)) = %s+t(Ou)) for all s. Set 
9ql) = a(q&P); s < U < q, 9Ym(l) = v g;(l). 
s<t 
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For a given invariant measure TV, we shall define a probability measure over 
(Q(l), B~,( 1)) as 
. . 
... i (3.15) El>:. %E, 
Then (8;), t E T} is a one parameter group of measure preserving transformations 
of (gTm(l), FL”), that is, e,,, = d$, and 
Therefore (z~ , &“, .P Jl), P,) is a Markov process associated with the 
transition probabilities P,(x, E) and, at the same time, it is a flow. 
It is also convenient to define a Wiener process or a white noise process in the 
function space. Let D (2) be the set of all continuous mappings from T into 
RN and w,(w@)), w -(s) E Qc2), the value of G2) at the time t E T. The shift operator 
81”’ : ~?(a) -+ o(2) is defined similarly. Differential o-fields gst(2) are defined as 
&(2) = (w,, - w,; s < v  < 24 < t), Cm(2) = v Lq2). 
--ao<s<t< m 
A white noise measure Pc2) is defined over (@“‘, 9542)) such that 
(@L - w,L>, T Pc2)) are N-vector standard Wiener processes starting at the 
origin, for all v  E T. Then (e/2), B5,(2), 1”(a)) is a flow, too. Set 
Q = Q(1) x Q(2) 
, aYst = $‘(I) x qt(2), P, = P?’ x P*). 
Then the signal process &t(w) = &(&r)) and white noise process &(W) - W,(W) 
(GUN) - ~&(&a))) are independent. Furthermore, if we define 0, as 
l!jt& = (@]-Jw’~), &2)~‘a)), then (et , GPz , pU) is a flow. 
Let us define the observation process rt, -co < t < CC on (D, @?‘, , pU) as 
Yt -7s =s t h(x,) du + q - ws (3.16) s 
and differential u-fields 9-S” and 924, as 
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The filterings based on 5FL, and 94, v 9:: are defined as 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
where 9%: = nt BY,. Set 
3;(O) = o(fi$ s < u < t), 9,t(l) = a(7$); s < u < t), 
and SYJO) = VsCt S:(O) etc. 
LEMMA 3.4. Both of (+I”, 8, , CFm(0), PJ and (ii:“, 8, , ‘P”,(l), PP) are 
Markov processes with the transition probabilities &(v, r) and, are flows. In 
particular, 
qyr) = P&5$) E r>, 6;)(r) = FQiij” E r) (3.19) 
are invariant measures of 17t(~, I’) whose barycenters are the given p. 
Proof. The fact that v$‘) and +$“r are Markov processes associated with the 
transition probabilities Dt(y, .) can be proved by the same discussion as that of 
Theorem 2.3. It is easy to see that ii~“)(~,G) = ii$),(W) and ,S~‘-‘(fl,&) =ii$(G) 
a.s. PU , coming back to the definition of the conditional expectations. Therefore, 
the joint distributions of {ii?‘} and those of (7ji”) are invariant by the shift 8,. 
This proves the first half of the lemma. As a consequence, (3.19) are invariant 
measures of nt(v, r). Moreover, since 
J%,[f(%)l = q&,[d@‘(f)l = Jq&$‘(f >I, 
barycenters of CD;’ and 6:) coincide with p. 
LEMMA 3.5. Invariant measures 6:’ and 6:’ dejined by (3.19) are the minimal 
and the maximal ones with the barycenter p. 
Proof. Set 
f$Yf> = .uf(Q I Cl, n < t. (3.20) 
Then $‘(f ) converges to G?‘(f) a.s. pP as n -+ -co, by the martingale 
convergence theorem. Since EJF(i;y’)] = 17,-$(p) holds, 
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This proves 6:’ = @,(j”. Let us next define 
7+‘(f) = Eu[f(3ct) / .F”, v &T.x(1)]. (3.21) 
Then s?)(f) converges as. to iii”(f) by the martingale convergence theorem. 
On the other hand, since 
f+)(f) = Eu[f(xt) 1 F,” v c&J] 
holds (see the proof of Lemma 3.3), we have J!?,JF(+?~‘)] = (P~‘(I7J’). 
Therefore, 
Eu[F(iijl’)] = &II @“)(l7J) = @j)(F). 
This proves 6,:“’ = 0”. The proof is complete. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. The assumption (3.5) concludes that the signal 
process (LC~ , P,) is pure& nondeterministic, that is, g:,“(l) = {$, D} a.s. pU . 
(See Totoki [7, Proposition 31). Therefore, 7ji”) = +‘I”, proving @$‘I = @F). 
This implies uniqueness of the invariant measure of nt(v, r) with the barycenter 
~1 by Theorem 3.2. Conversely, assume that the invariant measure of D$(Y, F) 
with the barycenter p is unique. Then +L”)( f  ) = i;l”( f ), a.s. pU for all f  E V(S). 
Now let ,j”) be the solution of the stochastic differential Eq. (2.1) on a probability _ - 
space (0, &, P) with the initial condition r. = v, and let ~~ be the solution 
with the initial condition no such that P(ro E r) = W)(F). Then nt = VP) 
is satisfied. Since r. is independent of /3, - p,(p), 7~~ and ~1”’ are independent 
(p). Therefore, 
e[i rt(f> - &‘(f )I] = / E[l n?(f) - d’?f)il@$%kA 
3 
s 
I -&$‘(f 1) - &&“(f))I@,“‘(d4 
3 
s 
I PtfW - 4fhW. (3.22) 
The first member of the above equals 
E,[l T+‘(f) - 7p(f)l] = E*,[I 7+‘(f) - ~:-“‘(f)ll, 
where +A-‘) and fii-“’ are filterings defined by (3.20) and (3.21), respectively. 
Since +A-“‘( f  ) and +F--“‘( f  ) converge to $,O’( f  ) and #‘( f  ) as. FU , respectively, 
we have 
pl E,[l7$‘(f) - 7$‘(f)l] = 0. 
This together with (3.22) implies (3.5). The proof is complete. 
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Remark 3.1. Let 9 be a sub o-field of B+z such that e&4? C a for all t. 
Then the filtering 
is again a flow and hence @p(r) = fjLL(ijO E r) is an invariant measure of rt. 
In particular, if (8,) %$, pU) is ergodic, so is (0, , fiTTt , P,). Hence the above @ 
is an extreme invariant measure of n, in the sense that @ = A@, + (1 - A) @s 
(Qi : invariant measures, 0 < X < 1) implies @i = Qp, = @. It remains open 
whether all extreme invariant measures are realized in the above form of 
filterings with suitable u-fields 99. 
Remark 3.2. Let @ be an arbitrary invariant measure of II, with barycenter p. 
Then the flow associated with (fl,, @) is realized as follows : !%) stands for all 
continuous mappings from (-co, co) to d(S) and fi,(G3)), the value of ~9~) 
at t. The u-fields Bst(3), shift operators &“’ are defined similarly. Define the 
probability measure P3) over (o(a), B:,(3)) by the formula (3.15) replacing 
(Pt , CL) by (n, , @). Then (8i3), g:,(3), P$‘) is a flow. 
It is natural to ask whether the above flow ig embedded in a larger space as a 
filtering of the signal process. This is indeed the case. Set 
Q = Q(l) x Q(2) x fJn(3,, .!a; = g!,“(l) x @B,t(2) x B’,t(3). 
Then we can define a unique probability measure Fe over (0, BzJ with the 
following properties. 
(1) The restriction of pG to Pm(l) x 9P42) coincides with PU . 
(2) The restriction of P, to 9?:,(3) coincides with 1°F’. 
(3) 5t(f> = &Lf@t> I e,” ” U(~,)l = &Jf(Q I F, v  a:“,(3)] 
for all s < t. Furthermore, +p), +y) and the above iit are related by 
E,#,[i$ /Pm] = ii!), E&P / %FI” t 00 v  9: m (3)] = ii t ’ 
The proof is not difficult but is tedious. It is omitted here. We mention only 
that the above result provides an alternative proof of Theorem 3.3. 
Remark 3.3. The invariant measure of I&(v, lJ with barycenter p is unique 
if and only if 
j v(f)2@~'(dv) = j V(f)%p(d"), VfE VT(S). 
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In fact, note that EJ;i~“( f ) 1 PT,] = iii”‘( f ), then &,[+r’( f ) iir’( f )] = 
EU[iiio)( f)“]. Consequently, 
Eu[l 7$‘(f) - f$‘(f)l”] = Eu[7$‘(f)“] -- E,‘[7$)(f)2] 
= j v(f)2@;l’(dv) - j v(f)2@;‘(dv). 
4. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF THE FILTERING ERROR 
Let us define the mean square error between the signals xt , t > 0 
and the filterings 7rt, t > 0 based on Fat evaluated by the function f as 
K,[l f (4 - 4f)121. A ccordingly, we assume that no observation data at the 
initial time t = 0 is known throughout this section. The purpose of this section 
is to discuss the asymptotic behavior of the error as t diverges to +co. Two 
typical cases are discussed separately, since our results together with their 
approaches are quite different. I’n the first case, the invariant measure of the 
signal process is assumed to be unique. Therefore, the process is, loosely 
speaking, irreducible recurrent. As we shall see in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, the 
limits of the mean square errors remain positive in general, and the quantity is 
expressed in terms of invariant measures of the signal and the filtering process. 
In the second case, the limits lim,,, xt of the sample paths of the signal process 
are assumed to exist a.s. Therefore the process is, loosely speaking, transient. 
As we will see in Section 4.3, the limits of the mean square errors become 0. 
4.1. Our basic assumption in this small section is 
The signal process has a unique invariant measure p,, . (4.1) 
THEOREM 4.1, Let (xt , P,), v  E J(S) be signal processes satisfying (4.1). Let 
CD@) and G(l) be the minimal and the maximal invariant measures of the associated 
jiltering process, respectively. Then for each initial distribution V, it holds for every 
f  E @WY 
lim & 1: &[I .f(xJ - nt(f )I”] dt b po(f “) - j V’(f )2@‘1’(d4, 
T-tm 
(4.2) 
em + j; -%[I f  (xt) - 4f I”1 dt G po(f “) - j V’(f )2@CoYd0 (4.3) 
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Furthermore, equality signs are attained in (4.2) and (4.3) for the following special 
initial distributions. 
em -$ j: %[I f(4 - ~df)l”l dt = ho - j W2@Yd4 
a.s. pO. (4.4) 
gz + jT &,,[I f(%> - .rrt(f)121 dt = &“) - 1 V’(f)2@‘o’(dV’). (4.5) 
0 
The proof is given in Section 4.2. 
The following corollary is immediate from the above theorem and Theorem 
3.3. 
COROLLARY 1. It holds that 
~2 f jr Ev[i f(q) - nt(f)12] dt = &f2) - j ~‘(f)‘@‘~)(dv’) (4.6) 
0 
for all v  E A!(S) and f  E V(S), if and only if the condition (3.5) is satisfied. 
Let us call (4.4) the minimal limitting error (evaluated by ,f), and (4.5) the 
maximal limitting error. We are particularly interested in conditions that make 
the maximal or minimal limiting errors vanish. We shall call that the signal 
process (z~ , pW,,) is deterministic if 98!,(l) = &z(l) holds a.s. p,,, for all t E T. 
THEOREM 4.2. The minimal limiting errors vanish for all f  E V(S) if and only 
if (xt , p@,) is deterministic. 
The proof is given in Section 4.2. 
The following Corollary is immediate from the above theorem and Corollary 
to Theorem 4.1. 
COROLLARY. The maximal limiting errors vanish for all f  E E’(S) if and only if 
(F~ , pWO) is deterministic and purely nondeterministic. 
TABLE 
Limiting Maximal Minimal 
6% , &J errors limiting error limiting error 
(I) Nondeter. and unique >o >o 
purely nondeter. 
(II) Deter. and unique z?z 0 =o 
purely nondeter. 
(III) Nondeter. and not nonunique >o >o 
purely nondeter. 
(IV) Deter. and nonunique >o =o 
not purely nondeter. 
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Here, “>O” means that the limiting error is positive for some .f~ 2?(S) and 
“=O” means that the limiting error is 0 for all f~ 5?(S). 
Remark 4.1. Let us recall when the four cases of the table happen. The case 
(I) occurs if the signal process is a positive recurrent diffusion process 
corresponding to a uniformly elliptic differential operator; or irreducible 
(ergodic) and aperiodic, positive recurrent Markov chain. 
The case (II) occurs if and only if the invariant measure p0 of the signal 
process is carried by a single point. In fact, if CL,, is carried by a single point x E S, 
then xt = x holds as. PW, for all t because Pt(x, {x}) = p,,((x}) = 1 for all t > 0. 
Hence (II) is satisfied. Conversely if (II) is satisfied, then cr(xa) C 9?za = (4, Q} 
a.s. P&, . This shows that p,, is carried by a single point. However, this fact 
does not mean that (zt , P,) are deterministic for all v E A!(S). For example, 
assume that the signal process is defined on a locally compact (noncompact) space 
S’ and that the process can be extended to S’ u 8 (one point compactification 
of S’) as a Feller process. If the signal process is null recurrent or transient in S’, 
then the probability measure carried by 3 is an invariant measure of the signal 
process. Consequently, the case (II) occurs if the signal process is null recurrent 
or transient. 
The case (III) occurs if the signal process is an irreducible and periodic 
positive recurrent Markov chain (but nondeterministic); or a positive recurrent 
diffusion process corresponding to a degenerate elliptic differential operator 
(but not first-order differential operator). 
The case (IV) occurs if the signal process is a positive recurrent diffusion 
process corresponding to the first-order differential operator (ergodic dynamical 
system with finite but nontrivial invariant measure). 
4.2. Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let @r(r) = l/T slnt(v, P) dt and let (@r,} 
be an arbitrary subsequence converging weakly to an invariant measure @. Then 
1 
lim - ITn E”[7@)2] dt = 1 V’(f)W(dV’). 
Tn+* T,, o 
On the other hand, p=(E) = l/T jl P,(v, E) dt converge weakly to the measure 
p0 by the assumption (4.1). Th erefore, the following limit exists and equals 
df “1: 
&iz +i ,: W(-42l dt = /df2). 
Notice that 
E”[lf(%) - df)121 = -w(4”1 - m4f)21* 
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Then we see that 
rlim, -$-- 1 Ts -%[I f(xt> - 4)l”l dt = ho - 1 W2@(W. 
n- n 0 
The assertions (4.2) and (4.3) follow from Theorem 3.2. 
For the proof of (4.4), let us notice that 
and that &Jf(%s) ] Ft”t v u(Q] converges to +f’(j) a.s. PUO as t+ +CO. 
Then the following limit exists and equals the right side: 
F-2 j %[I fbt) - MVl~o(d4 = %,,[I f&o) - f$‘(f)l*l 
= /am - j v(f)20(1’(dv). 
The Fatou lemma concludes that the integral by the measure p. of the left-hand 
side of (4.4) is dominated by that of the right-hand side of (4.4). This together 
with (4.2) proves (4.4). Now, for the proof of (4.5), note that 
Then we have 
em f j; -QJl f@t) - 4f)121 dt 2 &f2) - j- W)“@“‘(dJ). 
This proves (4.5) in view of (4.3). The proof is complete. 
In order to prove Theorem 4.2, we need a lemma due to S. Watanabe 
(unpublished). 
LEMMA 4.1. Set 
-G(f) = fbt) -f@o> - j” M4 & Vf E 9(A). (4.7) 
0 
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Then these are square-integrable (Fat, PJ-martingales and 
KL&w)“l = --2kmf)~ Vf E .9(A). (4.8) 
Furthermore, p,,(fAf) = 0 holds for all f  E @A), if and only zf the signal process 
(gi , Pu,) is deterministic. 
Proof. The formula on stochastic integral concerning martingales 
[4, Theorem 5.11 yields 
fW2 - fbo)’ = 2 j;f (xs)Af (xs) ds + 2 jlf(xs) dX,(f) + [X(f )It > (4.9) 
where [X( f  )I6 is the increasing process such that X,( f  )” - [X(f)], is a 
c%Yl)~ CL,)- mar in a e with 0 mean. Integral of the left hand by Pw, is 0, since t g 1 
p0 is the invariant measure. The integral of the second member of the right-hand 
side is 0 since it is a martingale. Hence we have 
2 jt -%Jf (xs)Af WI ds + kJ[X(f ItI = 0, 
0 
which implies (4.8). 
I f  (C , is,,) is deterministic, then X,(f) = X,(f) = 0 holds, since X,(f) 
is an (got(l), PGO)-martingale. This implies po(fAf) = 0 by (4.8). Conversely, 
assume po(fAf) = 0 for all f  E B(A). Then X,(f) = 0 for all f  E C@(A). On 
the other hand, since {X,( f  ), f  E g(A)) g enerates the space of all square 
integrable (aot( l), P,,)- martingales, [4, Theorem 4.21, all square integrable 
(got(l), PFO)-martingales X, equal X,, . This proves got(l) = u(xo) a.s. Pu, . 
The proof is complete. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Suppose that the signal process (xt , P,J is deter- 
ministic. Then g::(l) = ~%:~(l) holds a.s. PUO . Hence 
7+‘(f) == t E u [f (x ) t / F: cu v  g%(l)] = f  (Xt) = %,(f ). 
Therefore, Q(r) is carried by 3, that is W = @g. Therefore, 
po(f”) - j v(f)2@(‘)(dv) = 0, Vf E %yS). 
This proves the “if” part of (I). C onversely, assume that the minimal limiting 
errors vanish for all f  E V(S). Then @cl) = @t”,’ is satisfied. In fact, since 
j v’((f - v’(f ))2)@(1)(dv’) = j v’(f 2)@(1)(dv’) - j v’(f )“W’(dv’) 
= p,,(f “) - j v’(f )2@(1J(dv’) = 0, 
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~‘(f - ~‘(f))s) = 0 hold as. Q(l) for all f~ g(S) and this implies that V’ is 
carried by a single point (a.s. Q(l)) or CJ (l) = @I”,‘. Now, Ito’s formula applied 
to (1.9) yields 
$‘(f)” - 7$‘(f)” = 2 jy(f)“y(Af) ds 
+ 2 jt f$‘(f)(;i’,l’(fh) - f&f)+$qh), d/3,) 
0 
+ j: / +)(fh) - f$)(f)$)(h)12 ds. (4.10) 
Take the expectation by pGO for the both sides of the above. Then the left-hand 
side becomes 0. The second member of the right-hand side is 0, because it is a 
martingale. Therefore, we have 
-2t j v(f)v(Af)@l’(dv) = t j j v(fh) - v(f)v(h)/W’(dv). 
But the left-hand side of the above coincides with -2tp,(fAf) and the right 
is 0, since Q(l) = @fO). This proves that (xt , pPO) is deterministic by virtue of 
Lemma 4.1. The proof is complete. 
4.3. Let us introduce the following condition. 
X,(W) = l$i-mi q(a) exist a.s. P, , vv E JqS). (4.11) 
A point x E S is called a trap if P,f(x) = f(x) holds for allfE V(S) and t > 0. 
The set of all traps are denoted by d. Then d is a closed subset of S, since Pt is a 
Feller semigroup. 
LEMMA 4.2. Assume condition (4.11). Then for each initial distribution 
v E k(S), x,(w) are in A a.s. P, . 
Proof. Let us set p(K) = Py(x, E K) ( v is fixed) and prove that the support 
of p is included in d. LetfE V(S). Then Ptf(xm) = f(~~) holds a.s. P, . In fact, 
using the Markov property of (x+ , g$, P,), 
&[I Ptf(%) - fb4”l 
< 2-q mf(Xt+s) I gasI - Jwh) I ~oSl121 
+ WI W(%o)l Bosl -fhJl”l* 
(4.12) 
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The last member of the above converges to 0 as s---f co by the martingale 
convergence theorem. On the other hand, the first member of the above is 
dominated by 2EJ f(xt+J - f(xn-)iz]. H ence (4.12) converges to 0 as s - + ‘33, 
proving Psf(xm) =-=f(~~). Thus the equality P,f(x) =f(x) holds as. ,u. Rut 
since P,f(x) andf(x) are continuous functions of x, the equalities hold for x in 
support of p. Since this is valid for all f E g(S) and t > 0, the support of p is 
included in A. 
Remark 4.2. All p of M(S) supported in A are invariant measures of the 
signal process, since xt = x0 a.s. P, . 
THEOREM 4.3. Assume condition (4.11). Then 
52 -%[I fbt) - dfY1 = 0, vv E dkqs>, Vf E g(s) (4.13) 
holds if and only if the function h separates points of A, that is, the restriction of the 
mapping h : S - RN to the set A is one to one. 
The proof is divided into the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.3. For each .f E%?(S), lim,,, rrt(f) exists in L2(Pv)-sense and 
coincides with x~( f ) - EJ f(xm) 1 FOm]. Furthermore, 
r&h) = T,(V) rr,(h) a.s. P, 7 VT E 2QI). (4.14) 
Proof. The first assertion of the lemma is proved easily, using an inequality 
similar to (4.12). Let p E C(A) and let f(x) = &[p)(x,)]. Then P,f == f hold 
for all t > 0, and f (x) = v(x) hold on A by Lemma 4.2. Since Af =z 0, Eq. (1.9) 
implies 
so that 
rt(f) = q,(f) + ,: (nsifh) - ns(f )ns(h)> d/L), (4.15) 
s 
O” &[I vs(fh) - ~,(f)~,(Wl ds = -%[! T.&f) - df )I”1 < Sm. 
0 
Hence we get 
Since f = 9 on A and V~ is concentrated in A, the above proves (4.14). The proof 
is complete. 
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LEMMA 4.4. The equality (4.14) implies r,(v) = v(xm) a.s. P, for a21 v E %(A) 
and v E J?‘(S) if and only if h separates points of A. 
Proof. Suppose that h separates points of A. Then any probability 
distribution Y over S satisfying v(vh) = V(T) v(h), q~ E V(A) is a a-measure as is 
easily seen. Hence r,(w) are S-measures for almost all w. Therefore, 
Suppose conversely that h does not separate points of A. Then there exist 
x1 f x2 E A such that h(q) = h(x,). Set v = &(c,, + l ,,). Then v(yh) = v(q) v(h) 
hold for all q E C(A). Now let xt be the signal process with the initial distribution 
Y. Since xt = x0 hold a.s. P, , rt is concentrated in two points {x1 , x2}, so that 
rr,(vh) = vi(v)) v,(h). Therefore we have by (4.13, rt(p)) = W,,(F) = V(T), 
proving that VT,(F) f: q~(x~). The proof is complete. 
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